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MARIN SHERIFF’S AIR PATROL UNIFORMS

POLICY

It is the policy of the Marin County Sheriff’s Office that the Marin County Sheriff’s Air Patrol (MCSAP) will establish a fair and just uniform policy that will provide standard guidelines for all active members as to what is appropriate, considering task, mission and duty. This policy shall recognize that the MCSAP utilizes different grades and styles of uniforms and uniformity, which are established and approved by the MCSAP Command Staff, as well as the Sheriff’s Office.

PROCEDURE

Class B
All active members will have in their possession, or have access to, a full and correct Sheriff’s Deputy Class B uniform.

Class A
All active members should avail themselves of a Class A jacket and tie for occasions that may arise and/or be requested by the Sheriff.

Class B and Class A descriptions and regulations are covered in Marin County Sheriff’s Office Rules and Regulations Chapter VII – Uniforms and Equipment, beginning with Section 700.00. Section 732.11 is specific to the Sheriff’s Air Patrol.

Department Polo Shirt
MCSAP members may wear a Department polo shirt as their uniform as approved by the MCSAP Command Staff or Sheriff’s Liaison. The Department polo is a standard, tan uniform shirt. The shirt will display the department’s authorized star in the area of the left breast pocket. The employee’s/member’s first initial and last name shall be centered in the area of the right breast pocket, embroidered in black, ½ inch, block letters. Uniform polo shirt description and regulations are covered in Marin County Sheriff’s Office Rules and Regulations Chapter VII, Section 730.02 – Uniforms and Equipment.

Battle Dress Uniform (BDU) Pants
MCSAP members will wear Battle Dress Uniform pants (BDUs) when wearing the Department authorized polo shirt. The BDUs shall be forest green in color.
Flight Suit
MCSAP members may wear the Department and MCSAP approved flight suit. Flight suits are described as Sheriff’s utility coverall uniforms. The flight suit is further described as, a one-piece suit that is generally worn over clothing. The flight suit shall be green in color and be distinctively marked in concert with a standard uniform. Cloth badges may be used in place of a standard metal Air Patrol badge. The Sheriff’s Office cloth badge description and regulations are covered in Marin County Sheriff’s Office Rules and Regulations, Chapter VII, Section 735.03 – Uniforms and Equipment.

RELATED STANDARDS:
None

AFFECTED DIVISION:
None

DATE OF REVISIONS:
Nov. 03, 1994
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